
STAGE 3 – REMOTE LEARNING – WEEK 10 
 

WRITING 

Mon WALT (We Are Learning To): Plan a design on a persuasive poster on how to maintain proper hygiene.  

Success Criteria:  

*I can identify my statement of opinion  

**I can include convincing information  

****I can make my poster eye catching using colour, pictures and different size fonts.  
  

Activity: Watch the video posted by Miss Borg and Miss Painter on Class Dojo (if possible). They will be 
recapping what persuasive writing is. They will show examples of advertisements and why and how 
they are used, e.g. to convince you to buy a particular product, or how to do something.  

Complete your plan for your poster.  

Start designing your poster, you can do this on paper or online. Make sure your poster is eye catching 
to the audience.  
 

Tues WALT: Design a persuasive poster on how to maintain proper hygiene.  
Success Criteria:  
*I can make my poster eye catching   
**I can include colour  
***I can include different size fonts  
****I can include correct information and pictures  
 

Activity: Use your plan from yesterday to help continue designing your poster. Use the examples shown 
to help you, make sure the information is correct and that it is your poster not one copied off the 
internet. When you are finished you can upload a picture to Dojo Portfolio.   
 

Wed WALT: Upload our completed poster and annotate through dojo  
Success Criteria:  
*I can complete my poster  
**I can take a photo of my completed poster  
***I can upload my photo through dojo portfolio and complete a paragraph describing my poster.  
 

Activity: Write a paragraph about your poster. Explain the persuasive techniques you have used to 

convince others of your opinion and features you have used to make it eye catching.  
 

Thur WALT: have a class debate on personal hygiene and why it’s important  

Success Criteria:  

*I can state my statement of opinion  

**I can give 3 reasons on the class story post  

***I can elaborate on my 3 reasons if I need too  

****I can give appropriate feedback to 3 friends  
 

Activity: Today you will be responding to your Class Dojo Story engaging in a debate on ‘why personal 
hygiene is important’. Firstly, you will need to say if you agree or disagree and give 3 reasons backing 
up your statement of position. Once you have completed your reasons you will engage in a class 
discussion, providing feedback to 3 friends on their arguments. Remember this feedback needs to be 
respectful and relevant to the topic.  
 
Or write on paper if you agree or disagree with the topic ‘Is personal hygiene important?’ and give 3 
reasons backing up your statement of position. Upload a photo of your work if possible. 
  
 

 

  



JOURNAL REFLECTION 

Mon Please reflect on (think about) your week. This can be completed any way you choose (journal entry, 
mind map, drawing, video) 
How are you feeling?  
What have you and your family been doing? 
What’s going well? 
What would you change? 
 
Please share your reflections on Dojo. 
Teachers will also complete this task and share with you. 
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READING GRID (Read for 20 mins each day) 

▪ Reader provided by the school 
 

▪ Reading Eggs ▪ Book of your choice 

▪ Magazine article 

 

▪ Newspaper article ▪ Read a piece of everyday text (a menu, 
timetable, an ad, cereal box) 

 

 

COMPREHENSION 

Complete the Reciprocal Reading comprehension strategies below with the online text listed for each day.  
If you are unable to access the online text use your own book. 
 

Mon Kids News – Why Do Leaves Change Colour   https://bit.ly/2X4IlfH  

Wed School Magazine    https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/resources/april-fool  

Thur School Magazine https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/resources/dossier-of-discovery-a-seashell-smorgasbord  

 

 

https://bit.ly/2X4IlfH
https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/resources/april-fool
https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/resources/dossier-of-discovery-a-seashell-smorgasbord


 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

  



     

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

VOCABULARY – WORD OF THE DAY 

 Syllables 
How 

many? 

Meaning 
Can use a dictionary 

Base Word Part of Speech 
(noun, verb, 

adjective, adverb) 

Prefix / Suffix 
Can you add a prefix 

or suffix to the word? 

Synonym 
Similar meaning 

Can use thesaurus 

Antonym 
Opposite 
Can use 

thesaurus 

Sentence 

Example 
‘frustrating’ 
 

3 
 

Causing feelings of 
anger and annoyance. 

frustrate adjective frustrates 
frustrated 
frustration 

annoy 
irritate 

pleasing Homework can be very 
frustrating at times. 

Monday 
‘proportionate’ 
 

 

 

 

       

Tuesday 
‘possibility’  
 

 

 

 

       

Wednesday 
‘reversible’ 

 

 

 

       

Thursday 
‘selfish’ 

 

 

 

       

 

 

  



 

MINDFULNESS 

Monday Wednesday 

  

 

CREATIVE AND CRITICAL THINKING (CCT) CRUNCHES 

Tuesday Thursday 

  



 

FITNESS (30 mins each day) 

Monday 

Complete the following exercises. How many reps can you do? Can you challenge a 
family member to complete it with you?  
  
* 15 lunges  
* 15 squats  
* 15 leg raises on each leg  
* 15 exercise of your choice 

 

Tuesday 

PE with Joe – 8 min workout 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqLNxJe4L2I 
 

OR 

Challenge a family member to a handball 

game 

 

Wednesday 

“Swing Dance” Zumba video 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVcPJrBJhbk 

  
OR 

 

Thursday 
Go Noodle: Trolls ‘Can’t Stop This Feeling’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhfkYzUwYFk  
  

OR 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqLNxJe4L2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVcPJrBJhbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhfkYzUwYFk


MATHS 

 

MONDAY 

WALT: To select and apply appropriate and efficient problem-solving strategies when solving multiplication 
word problems.  
Success Criteria:  
*I can identify mathematical language and determine the operation it refers to.   
**I can identify what I need to find first and second.  
***I can look closely at the numbers and consider which mental strategy would be the most appropriate (split, 
compensation, inverse operations, algorithm or grid method)  
****I can show all working out and include: number lines, number sentences, diagrams  
 

Activity: 

▪ Watch video: https://youtu.be/fZtUn_THXnk    
▪ Solve the multi-step problems below 
▪ Play this interactive game to practise your skills:   

https://education.abc.net.au/res/i/L8159/index.html  
 

 

  
 

 
 

  

https://youtu.be/fZtUn_THXnk
https://education.abc.net.au/res/i/L8159/index.html


TUESDAY 

WALT: multiply and divide numbers quickly. 
Success Criteria: 
* I can multiply numbers using skip counting 
** I can multiply numbers using times table facts 
*** I can multiply and divide numbers using a variety of strategies  
 
Activity:  
Choose your level for your TEN Maths Game or try all levels. 
Watch the video for a demonstration if needed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USolbZDnmyY  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USolbZDnmyY


WEDNESDAY 

WALT:  use the division strategy to solve problems.  
Success Criteria:  
*I can understand that division is the inverse of multiplication.  
**I can write down the division calculation  
***I can identify the multiples of the numbers I am dividing by  
****I can subtract the largest multiple possible from the number I am dividing  
*****I can continue until the remainder is smaller than the remainder I am dividing by  
 
Activity:  
Watch the video https://tinyurl.com/uod467a  
 

Complete the division problems below 
 

  

https://tinyurl.com/uod467a


THURSDAY 

WALT: divide by using our knowledge of multiplication factors. 
Success Criteria:  
*I can identify the relationship between multiplication and division facts 
**I can apply my knowledge of inverse operations to solve division problems 
***I can answer division questions efficiently  
 
Activity:  

Watch the video on inverse operations        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D695SVFf8As 

Complete the Division Wheels. You can re draw the wheels on paper or just write the answers  

(Challenge: set a timer to see how long it takes you to complete) 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D695SVFf8As


VISUAL ARTS 

 

WALT: draw a picture by following a directed drawing. 
Success Criteria 
* I can draw a picture following step by step instructions.  
** I can draw a picture which is similar to the example by following step by step instructions.  
*** I can draw a picture which is similar to the example and incorporate contrasting following step by step 
instructions.  
 

 

TUESDAY 

Activity: Directed Drawing – Fish in a Light Bulb 
You will need:   
1 piece of blank A4 paper.  
A sharp lead pencil  
   
Watch the video through once.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NGlRlN3Th8  
Now start it again from the beginning and pause it after each step so that you can complete it on your own piece of 
paper.  
Stop at around 6 minutes.  
  

 

WEDNESDAY 

Activity: Continue Directed Drawing – Fish in a Light Bulb  

Start the video again from the 6 minute mark (or where you stopped last 

lesson) and continue with your picture.  

Pause it after each step so that you can complete it on your own piece of 

paper.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NGlRlN3Th8  
 

 

THURSDAY 

Activity: Anzac Day silhouette activity  

   
You will need:   
2 pieces of blank A4 paper.  
Oil pastels, texters or coloured pencils  
Scissors  
Glue  
 
▪ First colour in a white piece of paper using blue, purple, red, orange and yellow strips (look at the example).  
▪ Next either trace or draw you soldiers silhouette (and the circle) on a blank piece of paper and outline in black.  
▪ Cut your solider and circle out as one piece and stick onto your coloured background.    
▪ If you like you can put a hole in the top of your silhouette and thread it with string so you can hang it up 

somewhere in your house.   
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NGlRlN3Th8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NGlRlN3Th8


HISTORY 

 

WALT: About the British lifestyles during the colonisation period in Australia  
Success Criteria 
* I can identify some British ways of life during colonisation  
** I can identify and describe some British ways of life during colonisation  
***  I can identify, describe and compare the various traditional Aboriginal practices to the British practices  
 

Activity:  
▪ Watch the video link https://bit.ly/2UJL5xH 
▪ Record the different British practices during the colonisation   
▪ Describe the different British practices   
▪ Compare the lifestyles of the Aboriginal and British people  
▪ You can record your information in a table or a Venn diagram and upload a picture of your work into your 

Dojo portfolio  
 

 

SCIENCE 

 

WALT: I will be able to identify some natural man -made resources and explain where they come from.  
Success Criteria:  
* I can identify some natural and man-made resources.  
**I can identify some natural and man-made resources and explain where they come from.  
***I can explain how and why man- made resources also use natural resources.  
 

Activity:  
▪ Watch the clip https://bit.ly/2UQzAD9   
▪ Everything in our world is either natural or man-made.  
▪ Explain what are natural resources and give examples.   
▪ Research what makes something natural? Think of the things that come directly from the environment. 

Air, water, and soil are resources that exist in nature. People cannot make natural resources.  
 

Natural Resource House Hunt   
Natural and raw materials are used to manufacture products. Look carefully around your house to find objects 

made from the following natural resources and/or manmade materials:  

        * timber          * cotton            * water         * metals  

Use the Venn Diagram to write your list in the correct section. Some of things that you find may fit in the 

middle. For example: clothes can be both man- made and uses some natural resources. Draw the Venn Diagram 

and upload it on your portfolio.  

Venn Diagram 

 
 

https://bit.ly/2UJL5xH
https://bit.ly/2UQzAD9


LIBRARY 

 

WALT: compare and contrast the features of each in a Venn diagram.  

 

Activity:  
Watch the film of ‘The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr Morris Lessmore’ 
https://bit.ly/3aKGReO 
 

Think about…  
▪ What was difference between the book and the film? Why are they different?  

▪ Did you prefer the film or the book? Why? Write a text and tell us your opinion!  

▪ Fill in the Venn diagram to show the things that are only in the book, only in the film and things that are in 
both. Upload a photo or electronic version of your Venn diagram.  

 

Premier’s Reading Challenge Booklist 
https://online.det.nsw.edu.au/prc/booklist/listBooksByTitle.html?letter=A&levelId=3 
Please search for some of these books and see if you can read any of them online. When you have read the 
book, record it on your paper reading log and add it to your online reading log through your school portal. Tell 
us when you have read 5, 10 or 15 books or especially when you have finished!! You have until August to read 
20 books so this is a great time to get reading! 

 
 

https://bit.ly/3aKGReO
https://online.det.nsw.edu.au/prc/booklist/listBooksByTitle.html?letter=A&levelId=3


 


